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1x01  Splinter
LOCATION #1: 2043
To stop the virus that has destroyed the world, Cole travels back to 2013.

LOCATION #2: 2013
Cole meets Dr. Cassandra Railly and tells her how a virus destroys the world. Before
splintering away, he tells her to meet him at a certain hotel in 2015.

LOCATION #3: 2015
As promised, Cole meets up with Cassandra and their attempts to stop the virus result in
the death of Leland Goines, the supposed architect of the virus. Cole returns to the
future...

LOCATION #4: 2043
Only to learn that killing Leland didn't stop the virus. Turns out, something called "The
Army of the 12 Monkeys" was responsible.

EVENT #1: 1987
Leland Frost and Cole meet under unknown circumstances.

EVENT #2: 2017
Plague wipes out 7 billion people.

EVENT #3: 2033
Dr. Jones locates Project: Splinter and begins her experiments in time travel.
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1x02  Mentally Divergent
LOCATION #5: 2043
Cole and Dr. Jones find a vital clue to the Army of the 12 Monkeys that requires a trip to
2015.

LOCATION #6: 2006

Instead of going to 2015, Cole slingshots to 2006 North Korea (!) by accident.

LOCATION #7: 2015

Things right themselves and Cole arrives in 2015 where he witnesses the kidnapping of
Jennifer Goines and learns the Army of the 12 Monkeys is connected to something
called "The Night Room."

LOCATION #8: 2043

Cole returns to 2043 and shares his findings with Dr. Jones.

EVENT #4: 2013
Jennifer Goines witnesses the murder of her colleagues thanks to the Army of the 12
Monkeys.
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1x03  Cassandra Complex
LOCATION #9: 2015
Cole, having leapt back from 2043, gets help from Cassandra to realize the person that
can help locate the Night Room is named Henri. Cassie worked with him in Haiti in
2014.

LOCATION #10: 2043
Cole tells Jones about his Henri discovery, and that he needs to go back to 2014.

LOCATION #11: 2014
Cole heads back to Haiti in 2014, where he avoids Cassandra (as to not disrupt the
timeline), meets Henri and learns important information towards locating the Night
Room.

LOCATION #12: 2043
Cole returns to 2043 and reports his findings.

LOCATION #13: 2015

Back in 2015, Cole lies to Cassandra about Henri's death (not revealing he shot him to
stop the Army of the 12 Monkeys from finding the virus) and enlists her help in finding
the Night Room.

LOCATION #14: 2043
Cole's back in 2043 and learns that a group known as "The West 7" may know their
location.
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1x04  Atari
LOCATION #15: 2015
Cole and Cassandra search for the Night Room.

LOCATION #16: 2043 - WEDNESDAY
Cole is splintered back to 2043 to help prevent an attack on the Temporal Facility.
Trapped by his attackers, Cole uses the Time Machine to escape...

LOCATION #17: 2043 - MONDAY
Except he splinters back two days earlier and inadvertently gives the West 7 the
information they need to attack the facility! Eventually the West 7 is defeated.

LOCATION #18: 2015
Cole returns to 2015, where Cassandra tells him she's found the Night Room.

EVENT #5: 2032
Cole and Ramse join Deacon's group, The West 7.

EVENT #6: 2035
Firmly entrenched in the West 7, Cole and Ramse decide to leave rather than continue
with the West 7's ruthless killing of innocents.
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1x05  The Night Room
LOCATION #19: 2043
The Time Machine's power source is unstable, but Cole risks it to return to the past to
locate the Night Room.

LOCATION #20: 2015
Cole and Cassandra locate the Night Room, where they find a kidnapped Jennifer
Goines. They destroy the virus, but Cassandra is kidnapped by the Army of the 12
Monkeys. Cole splinters....

LOCATION #21: ALTERNATE 2043
...to an alternate 2043! Somehow, the timeline has been screwed up.

EVENT #7: 2011
Jennifer Goines, a new Markridge Employee, first visits the Night Room.
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1x06  The Red Forest
LOCATION #22: ALTERNATE 2043
Cole figures out the timeline got screwed up because Cassandra was killed after being
kidnapped. He convinces Alternate Jones to send him back to 2015 to right things.

LOCATION #23: 2015
Cole teams up with Aaron to rescue Cassandra. They are successful in rescuing
her/preventing her death.

LOCATION #24: 2043
Cole splinters back to 2043 and learns the timeline has been restored, but it's apparent
destroying the virus in the Night Room didn't stop the outbreak. Jones theorizes the
virus outbreak is likely tied to a government mission called Operation: Troy.
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1x07  The Keys
LOCATION #25: 2015 - DAY 1
Cole works with Cassandra and Aaron to gather information on Operation: Troy.

LOCATION #26: 2043
Cole returns to 2043.

LOCATION #27: 2015 - DAY 9
Cole heads back to 2015 and gets information on Operation: Troy's location from
Cassandra and Aaron. He doesn't realize that they know they are sending him to his
death.

LOCATION #28: 2043

With the knowledge of Operation: Troy in hand, Cole has Jones send him to the precise
location to nab the virus.

LOCATION #29: 2015 - DAY 2
Cole stops Operation: Troy and gets the virus, only to get bombed (along with the virus)
by the government. Cole seemingly dies, and realizes his visit to Cassandra happened
one week later - and that she quietly sent him to his death to stop the virus.
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1x08  Yesterday
LOCATION #30: 2015
Last we saw Cole he was seemingly killed in 2015 thanks to a bombing. In actuality he
splintered...

LOCATION #31: 2017

....to 2017, where the virus has broken out and the world is well on its way to ending.

EVENT #8: 2033
The virus mutates. Jones leaves Spearhead for Project: Splinter.

EVENT #9: 2039
Ramse leaves Elena, not realizing she's pregnant with his son.

EVENT #10: 2043
The Temporal Facility Core fails, prompting Jones to visit her former home of Spearhead
for their power core. There, Ramse sees his ex, Elena, and meets his son, Sam.
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1x09  Tomorrow
LOCATION #32: 2017
Cole makes his way to a dying Cassandra, who gives him a mysterious address before
succumbing to the virus. Cole splinters away.

LOCATION #33: 2043
Cole arrives back in the future, where he finds himself at odds with Ramse who is scared
his son will be erased as a result of Cole's mission. Jones orders a raid on Spearhead.

EVENT #11: 2041
Cole and Ramse first arrive at Project: Splinter and encounter Jones.
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1x10  Divine Move
LOCATION #34: 2015
Cole returns to the present and tells Cassandra the virus wasn't destroyed. They look to
its creator, Oliver Peters, for answers. Cole splinters back to the future.

LOCATION #35: 2043
Back in 2043, Cole learns that Ramse has gone rogue and threatened the mission to
stop the virus. Ramse raids the facility and takes the time machine back to....

LOCATION #36: 1987
....Tokyo in 1987.
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1x11  Shonin
LOCATION #37: 2043
Cole, despite risk, uses the unstable time machine to follow Ramse.

LOCATION #38: 1987
Cole ends up in 1987 Tokyo, right after Ramse. While Ramse is arrested, Cole slingshots
to the future.

LOCATION #39: 2015
Cole arrives from 1987. However, the journey has taken a toll on him and he may die.

EVENT #12: 1990
Ramse is stuck in prison, where he receives letters from a mysterious woman.

EVENT #13: 1995
The Striking Woman from the Army of the 12 Monkeys releases Ramse from jail and
brings him to Virginia.

EVENT #14: 2007
Ramse and the Striking Woman meet with Leland Goines and fund the creation of the
virus.

EVENT #15: 2014
Ramse begins tracking Cole's movements in the present.

EVENT #16: 2043

Jones realizes the mission may be over, as she's lost track of Cole.
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1x12  Paradox
EVENT #17: 2015
To save Cole, Cassandra tracks down 2015 Jones. They use the DNA of 2015's Cole (then
5 years old) to save his adult self. Little Cole's father is killed by the Army of the 12
Monkeys, but adult Cole lives.

EVENT #18: 2043
Project: Splinter is attacked by a mysterious group.
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1x13  Arms of Mine
LOCATION #40: 2015

Cole and Cassandra try to stop Ramse from using a 2015 version of the time machine
that has just been built. In the process, Cassandra is shot so Cole puts her in the
machine to save her. She splinters to...

LOCATION #41: 2043

....2043, where she sees that Project: Splinter has been taken over by Deacon (of the
West 7) and a mysterious, masked group.
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